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Abstract 

In this paper, a performance and cost assessment of integrated solar combined cycle systems (ISCCS) based 
on parabolic troughs using CO2 as heat transfer fluid is reported on. The use of CO2 instead of the more 
conventional thermal oil as heat transfer fluid allows an increase in the temperature of the heat transfer fluid 
and thus in solar energy conversion efficiency. In particular, the ISCCS plant considered here was developed 
on the basis of a triple-pressure, reheated combined cycle power plant rated at 252 MW. Two different 
solutions for the solar steam generator are considered and compared.   

The results of the performance assessment show that the solar energy conversion efficiency ranges from 23% 
to 25% for a CO2 maximum temperature of 550 °C. For a CO2 temperature of 450°C solar efficiency 
decreases by about 1.5-2.0 percentage points. The use of a solar steam generator including only the 
evaporation section instead of the preheating, evaporation and superheating sections allows the achievement 
of slightly better conversion efficiencies. However, the adoption of this solution leads to a maximum value of 
the solar share of around 10% on the ISCCS power output. The solar conversion efficiencies of the ISCCS 
systems considered here are better than those of the more conventional Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) 
systems based on steam cycles (14-18%) and are very similar to the predicted conversion efficiencies of the 
more advanced direct steam generation solar plants (22-27%). 

The results of a preliminary cost analysis show that due to the installation of the solar field, the electrical 
energy production cost for ISCCS power plants increases in comparison to the natural gas combined cycle 
(NGCC). In particular, the specific cost of electrical energy produced from solar energy is much greater 
(about two-fold) than that of electrical energy produced from natural gas. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, a large number of R&D activities are carried out in the field of both photovoltaic and 
Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) systems. In particular, in the field of CSP systems, parabolic trough 
collectors integrated with steam Rankine cycles are today the most commercially proven technology. In CSP 
plants, solar energy produces a high temperature heat transfer fluid used for feeding a heat recovery steam 
generator. To increase plant availability, an energy storage system is usually installed. In the last few years, 
in addition to steam power plants, several alternative options have been proposed, mainly based on gas 
turbines and combined cycle power plants. In fact, solar energy can be used to heat the compressed air in 
simple cycle gas turbines (Fisher et al., 2004; Garcia et al., 2008; Sinasi et al., 2005) or in externally fired 
humidified air turbine systems (Zhao et al., 2003). Nevertheless, solar energy can also be used in more 
complex systems, such as steam reforming processes integrated with fuel cells or gas turbines (Tamme et al., 
2001, Jin et al., 2003) or combined cycle power plants, to produce additional steam for the bottoming 
Rankine cycle (Birnbaum et al., 2010; Dersch et al., 2002; Dersch et al., 2004; Donatini et al., 2007; Horn et 
al., 2002; Hosseini et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2000). In particular, in the field of large size CSP plants, 
Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Systems (ISCCS) are one of the most interesting options as they allow the 
achievement of a significant improvement in the conversion efficiency of solar energy and reduce the 
importance of energy storage systems. Moreover, ISCCS plants reduce solar energy production costs since 
the additional cost of the combined cycle steam section is lower than the overall cost of a dedicated steam 
power plant (Horn et al., 2002; Dersch et al., 2002; Hosseini et al., 2005).  



Worldwide, current CSP generating capacity is around 1300 MW, mainly located in the United States of 
America and Spain; also considering CSP systems under construction or under development, overall 
generating capacity is more than several GW. In the U.S., nine Solar Electric Generating Stations (SEGS) 
have been in operation since the 1980’s and 90’s, in California’s Mojave Desert, with an overall generating 
capacity of more than 350 MW, and the NEVADA 1 power plant with a net power output of 64 MW. Spain 
is the world’s country with the higher CSP installed capacity, thanks to fourteen 50 MW plants in operation 
and nine plants under construction (Solar Spaces, 2011).  

Regarding ISCCS, nowadays three plants are operating in Italy, Iran and Morocco. In Italy the Archimede 
Project has led to a 5 MW CSP plant, inaugurated in July 2010 in Priolo Gargallo (Sicily), integrated in a 
combined cycle of about 750 MW. Two ISCCS with a larger solar section are operating in Iran (467 MW, 
with 17 MWe from solar energy) and in Morocco (470 MW, with 20 MWe from solar energy). Other ISCCS 
power plants currently under construction are located in Egypt (140 MW, with 20 MWe from solar energy) 
and in Algeria (150 MW, with 20 MWe from solar energy). 

As is known, for all CSP solutions, solar energy conversion efficiency increases with the maximum 
temperature of the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF). Almost all parabolic trough systems under operation or under 
construction use thermal oil as the HTF, which presents the important drawback of a low maximum 
operating temperature (about 400°C). In this framework, the Italian ARCHIMEDE project has proposed the 
use of molten salts (60% NaNO3 and 40% KNO3) as the HTF, making it possible allowing to reach a 
maximum operating temperature of about 550°C. However, the main drawback of molten salts is their high 
solidification temperature (about 290°C). To replace thermal oil and maintain high HTF temperatures, one 
possible choice is the direct production of steam in the solar collector, as in the most recent Direct Steam 
Generation (DSG) solar plants (Montes et al., 2009; Montes et al., 2011; Nezammahalleh et al., 2010; Zarza 
et al., 2006). Another possible option is the use of gaseous fluids as the HTF. In particular, the Italian 
ESTATE Project, promoted by CRS4, Sardegna Ricerche, RTM SpA, Sapio Srl and the University of 
Cagliari, aimed to demonstrate the use of carbon dioxide at 550°C in parabolic trough collectors. The overall 
cost of the ESTATE project is estimated at 11.4 million euros, and it has been co-funded by the Italian 
Ministry for Universities and Scientific Research (Baistrocchi et al., Cascetta et al., 2009, Cau et al., 2010). 

In this framework, this paper aims to evaluate the capabilities of integrated solar combined cycle power 
plants to efficiently convert the high temperature thermal energy produced by parabolic solar troughs using 
CO2 as the heat transfer fluid. In particular, the study proposes to evaluate the expected performance of 
ISCCS power plants in function of the solar radiation and for different operating conditions. Moreover, a 
preliminary assessment of the energy production cost has also been carried out. 

2. ISCCS configuration 

Figure 1 shows a detailed configuration of the Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Systems analysed in this 
paper. The ISCCS includes three main sections: the solar field (SF), the solar steam generator (SSG) and the 
combined cycle (CC) power plant.  

The solar field is based on parabolic trough collectors connected in series to achieve the required CO2 exit 
temperature and in parallel to achieve the required CO2 mass flow. In the solar field is also installed a CO2 
compressor for circulating the heat transfer fluid from the SF to the SSG. 

In the solar steam generator the CO2 is used to produce the steam for the combined cycle power plant. In this 
study, two different SSG configurations are considered and compared. In the first configuration (SSG-1), the 
solar steam generator includes the high-pressure pre-heating, evaporating and superheating sections, whereas 
in the second configuration (SSG-2), it includes only the high and intermediate pressure evaporating 
sections. Obviously, in the latter case, water preheating and steam superheating are carried out in the 
conventional Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG). Moreover, the maximum steam mass flow produced 
by the SSG-2 section is closely related to the maximum thermal power available in the HRSG for water pre-
heating and steam superheating. On the contrary, the influence of the HRSG thermal load on steam mass 
flow produced by the SSG-1 section is of minor importance. 

The combined cycle power plant includes the gas turbine, the HRSG and the steam power plant. The gas 



turbine and the post-combustor of the HRSG (the latter can be used to increase the combined cycle power 
output during nights and other periods of low solar radiation) are fuelled by natural gas. The steam cycle 
power section is based on a triple pressure level HRSG with steam reheating. The bottom part of Figure 1 
shows the integration between the SSG section and the HRSG for the two options considered. In the SSG-1 
solution the water for the economizer is directly pumped from the condenser, whereas the steam is mixed 
with the high-pressure superheated steam produced by the HRSG. On the contrary, in the SSG-2 solution the 
high temperature CO2 feeds only the high- and intermediate-pressure solar evaporators which operate in 
parallel with the corresponding HRSG evaporators. Water pre-heating and steam super-heating are still 
carried out by the HRSG of the combined cycle. 

3. Solar field modelling and performance 

The performance of the ISCCS plant previously described was evaluated by means of the GateCycle™ 
simulation software, version 5.40 (GE Enter Software, 2001). As the GateCycle™ model library does not 
include a solar collector, a dedicated parabolic trough simulation model was developed. The model simulates 
the parabolic trough performance as a function of solar radiation, technical specifications of the solar trough 
and composition and thermodynamic properties (pressure and temperature) of the heat transfer fluid. In 
particular, for given values of the previous inputs, the model allows evaluation of the mass flow and HTF 
thermal power, as well as thermal efficiency and pressure drop of the solar collector. 

The simulation model was developed starting from the one-dimensional, steady-state NREL model 
(Forristall, 2003). In particular, it is based on the following energy balance of the solar collector: 
 

              (eq. 1) 
 
where QSOL denotes the solar energy input (that is, the direct solar radiation available in the aperture area of 
the parabolic trough collector), QFLD is the energy transferred to the heat transfer fluid, and QLOSS are the 
collector energy losses (optical, conductive, convective and radiation). For a given collector, the simulation 
model allows evaluation of the temperature profile along the solar collector and the collector thermal 
efficiency as a function of the direct solar radiation, the mass flow and the temperature of the heat transfer 
fluid. In particular, according to eq. 1, the collector thermal efficiency, and then the solar field thermal 
efficiency �SF is represented by the ratio between QFLD and QSOL:  
 

                               (eq. 2) 
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Figure 1 – Simplified scheme of the ISCCS power plant. 



In this paper the model was applied to solar parabolic troughs characterized by a length of 100 m, a collector 
aperture area of 576 m2, an optical efficiency equal to 80% and a CO2 pressure equal to 15 bar. A more 
detailed description of the collector simulation model can be found in Cascetta et al. (2009). 

As mentioned, the main aim of the ESTATE-LAB project is to demonstrate the capabilities of parabolic solar 
troughs to produce high temperature gaseous fluids for feeding a Solar Steam Generator. Previous studies 
show that CO2 assures better performance in comparison to other gaseous fluids (Cascetta et al., 2009). 
Figure 2 shows the collector thermal efficiency as a function of the direct solar radiation incident on the 
collector aperture area for given values of both inlet (150 °C, 200 °C and 250 °C) and outlet (450 °C, 500 °C 
and 550 °C) CO2 temperatures. The collector thermal efficiency increases with high values of solar radiation 
and with low values of the CO2 mean temperature (maximum efficiency is reached for 150°C at the inlet and 
450°C at the outlet). In fact, high solar radiation and low mean temperatures reduce the influence of the 
convective and radiation energy losses. Overall, the achievement of a collector thermal efficiency higher than 
70% requires a solar radiation above 800 W/m2. 

Figure 3 shows the CO2 mass flow and the CO2 thermal output per unit collector aperture area as a function 
of the direct solar radiation and for different values of the CO2 inlet and outlet temperatures. Both CO2 mass 
flow and CO2 thermal output increase with solar radiation, due to the increase in the available solar energy 
and the better collector thermal efficiency. Moreover, the CO2 mass flow and the CO2 thermal output per unit 
area increase with decreasing values of the CO2 outlet temperature and with increasing values of the CO2 
inlet temperature. However, the thermal power per unit area is less influenced by the CO2 mean temperature 
than the CO2 mass flow.  

4. Power section modelling and performance 

The performance of the ISCCS power section (that is, SSG+CC) was calculated by means of the 
GateCycle™ simulation software starting from a combined cycle power plant based on a GEMS531(FA) gas 
turbine integrated with a triple pressure level HRSG. The combined cycle is rated at 252.6 MW, at ISO 
conditions, with a design efficiency of 54.2%. The performance of the ISCCS power section was initially 
evaluated in function of the available CO2 thermal power, regardless of the operating conditions of the solar 
field (collector thermal efficiency, solar radiation and then solar field area). The performance assessment was 
carried out with reference to the two SSG solutions shown in Figure 1 and for three different values of the 
SSG inlet temperature (450, 500 and 550 °C). Table 1 shows the main operating parameters assumed here for 
the performance assessment of the power section. 

The integration of the combined cycle power plant with a solar steam generator leads to an increase in steam 
production and thus in steam section power output. Figure 4 shows steam mass flows produced by the SSG 
and steam mass flows evolving in the HP steam turbines for both SSG-1 and SSG-2 options. Figure 4 also 
shows the HP steam produced by the HRSG (only for the SSG-1 option) and the steam mass flows entering 
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Figure 2 - Collector thermal efficiency in function of CO2 
temperatures and direct solar radiation. 

 

  
Figure 3 - CO2 mass flow and useful thermal power in 
function of CO2 temperatures and direct solar radiation. 



the IP steam turbine (only for the SSG-2 
option). All the mass flows refer to design 
conditions of the power section and are reported 
as a function of CO2 thermal input and CO2 
temperature.  

With reference to the combined cycle power 
plant considered in this study, the reference HP 
steam mass flow (that is, without any additional 
steam from SSG) is around 48 kg/s. In the case 
of the ISCCS plant, the steam produced by the 
SSG section increases with the available CO2 
thermal power. However, as shown by Figure 1, 
the HRSG is fully integrated with the SSG-2 
configuration, whereas the HRSG is only 
partially influenced by the presence of the SSG-
1. For this reason the maximum CO2 thermal 
input of the SSG-2 solution closely depends on 
the HRSG available heat for water preheating 
and steam superheating. In this analysis 
therefore the maximum value of the CO2 design 
thermal input for the SSG-2 section has been restricted to 75 MW and that of the SSG-1 to 150 MW.  

Figure 4 shows that for the SSG-1 configuration, the HP steam produced by the solar steam generator 
increases with thermal power associated with CO2, from zero up to 46-51 kg/s for a CO2 thermal power of 
150 MW (the maximum value is obtained for the lower CO2 temperature). On the contrary, HP steam 
produced by the HRSG slightly decreases with CO2 thermal power, from 48 kg/s to 32-37 kg/s for a CO2 
thermal power of 150 MW (the maximum value in this case is obtained for the higher CO2 temperature). In 
fact, as mentioned before, the increase in the HP steam mass flow requires greater energy for the HRSG 
reheating section and thus decreases the heat available for the HRSG superheating section. The mass flow 
evolving in the HP turbine increases less than the 
steam produced by the SSG-1 section (from 48 
kg/s to 83.5 kg/s for a CO2 thermal power of 150 
MW), due to the reduction of the steam produced 
by the HRSG, with no significant influence of 
CO2 temperature. Similarly, the mass flow of 
saturated steam produced by the HP and IP 
evaporators of the SSG-2 section linearly 
increases with CO2 thermal input, thus leading to 
a corresponding increase in the steam mass flow 
at the inlet of the HP and IP turbines. For the high 
pressure evaporator the maximum value of steam 
mass flow of 39 kg/s is obtained for a CO2 
temperature of 550 °C, whereas for the 
intermediate pressure evaporator the maximum 
value of steam mass flow of 17.5 kg/s is obtained 
for a CO2 temperature of 450 °C. Despite a 
greater increase in the HP steam produced in the 
SSG-2 section in comparison to the SSG-1 
configuration, the higher reduction of steam 
produced by the HRSG leads to a steam mass 
flow evolving in the HP turbine comparable to 
that of the SSG-1 configuration (66 kg/s for a CO2 
thermal power of 75 MW). In fact, even though 
for a CO2 temperature equal to 450 °C the steam 
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Figure 4 - Steam mass flow in function of the CO2 thermal input 
and the CO2 inlet temperature. 

Table 1 -  Main operating parameters for the performance 
assessment of the ISCCS power section. 

 
Gas Turbine 

Gas turbine power output 165.8 MW 
Gas turbine net efficiency 35.6% 
Gas turbine pressure ratio 15.2 
Exhaust mass flow 408.9 kg/s 
Exhaust Temperature 603.3 °C 

Steam power plant 
STHP inlet pressure/temperature 101.3 bar/538 °C 
STHP inlet mass flow 48.0 kg/s 
STIP inlet pressure/temperature 16.5 bar/538 °C 
STIP inlet mass flow 59.4 kg/s 
STLP inlet pressure/temperature 1.65 bar/233 °C 
STLP inlet mass flow 65.4 kg/s 
HRSG Minimum temperature difference 10 °C 
Condenser pressure 0.05 bar 
Steam section power output 86.8 MW 
Combined cycle power output 252.6 MW 
Combined cycle efficiency 54.2% 

Solar Steam Generator 
SSG Minimum temperature difference 10 °C 
SSG-1 approach temperature difference 30 °C 

 



mass flow evolving in the HP turbine is equal to 
60.7 kg/s, increasing the CO2 temperature increases 
CO2 mass flow up to 66.1 kg/s for a CO2 
temperature equal to 550°C. Nevertheless, the 
decrease in saturated steam mass flow produced by 
the IP evaporator increasing CO2 temperature leads 
to a steam mass flow evolving in the IP turbine 
practically not influenced by the CO2 temperature. 

Figure 5 shows the net power output gain PSOL of 
the ISCCS power section as a function of the CO2 

thermal power, for both SSG-1 and SSG-2 
configurations and for the three different values of 
the SSG inlet temperature considered. Overall, the 
CO2 compressor requires 5-10% of the gross power 
output gain produced from the CO2 thermal power. 
Obviously, for a given CO2 thermal power, the 
lowest power requirement refers to the lowest values of both CO2 mass flow and CO2 compressor inlet 
temperature, that is, for the SSG-1 configuration and 550°C. As appears in Figure 5, the power output gain 
PSOL is almost proportional to the CO2 thermal power and increases with CO2 temperature for both SSG 
configurations, even though the power output gain of the SSG-2 solution is greater than that of the SSG-1. 
For the SSG-2 option (maximum CO2 thermal input equal to 75 MW) the power output gain is 28.8 MW at 
550 °C (which is more than 11% of the reference combined cycle power output), whereas the maximum 
power output gain is equal to about 26 MW if the CO2 temperature decreases to 450 °C. As the ISCCS power 
plant based on the SSG-1 option allows a design for an higher CO2 thermal input (150 MW), the maximum 
power output gain is 54.5 MW at 550 °C and 49.5 MW at 450 °C.  

Figure 5 also reports the conversion efficiency of the CO2 thermal power (even at design conditions), here 
defined as the ratio between the power output gain PSOL and the energy transferred to the HTF QFLD: 
 

                               (eq. 3) 

 
In the cases considered here, ηPS ranges from 33.0% to 38.4%. In particular, ηPS improves by adopting the 
SSG-2 solution (the efficiency improvement with respect to the use of the SSG-1 option ranges from 1.6 to 
2.1 percentage points, as a function of CO2 temperature) and also with higher values of the CO2 temperature 
(the increase from 450 °C to 550 °C improves the efficiency by 3.3 percentage points for SSG-1 and 3.8 
percentage points for SSG-2).  

Due to the absence of the thermal storage section, the ISCCS power plants operate at off-design conditions 
during nights and the periods of low solar radiation. In fact, the daily and seasonal variations of solar 
radiation lead to a corresponding variation in CO2 thermal energy and therefore to the steam production in 
the SSG section. During off-design operation, ISCCS power output decreases with CO2 thermal input, due to 
the lower steam production for both SSG options. Nevertheless, with respect to design conditions, the 
decrease in ISCCS power output is lower than 6-7%, even for a CO2 thermal input equal to 30% of design 
conditions, due to the predominant contribution of the combined cycle to overall power output. For this 
reason, steam turbine efficiency is almost constant and thus the fossil fuel conversion efficiency of the 
ISCCS power plant can be assumed to be almost unchanged. 

5. ISCCS power plant performance 

For a given solar energy availability, depending on geographic location of the plant, an ISCCS power plant 
must be designed according to suitable reference conditions for both solar field and power section. As 
previously discussed, for a required CO2 thermal power, the solar field aperture area depends on the direct 
solar radiation incident on the collector aperture area, as well as on the collector efficiency, which also 
depends on CO2 inlet and outlet temperatures. 
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Figure 5 - ISCCS power output gain in function of CO2 

thermal input and CO2 inlet temperature. 



The solar field design of CSP systems is usually carried out with reference to the highest values of the direct 
normal irradiation (DNI). Generally, this value is assumed as the average DNI value at noon on 21 June. 
Common DNI design values in southern European countries range from 800 to 900 W/m2. As previously 
mentioned, parabolic troughs use a single-axis tracking system to follow the sun’s track from east to west, 
without any north-south tracking system. For this reason, the incidence angle of direct solar radiation on the 
aperture area is greater than 0° (especially during winter months) and the direct solar radiation available on 
the collector aperture area is lower than the DNI. Moreover, with solar fields composed of multiple rows of 
parabolic collectors, the shadow effects between the collector rows reduce available direct solar radiation, 
especially during sunrise and sunset. At the noon design point, with incidence angles around 12-16° and no 
shadow effects between rows of collectors, the direct solar radiation available on the aperture area is about 
96-98% of the DNI. 

With reference to design conditions, Figure 6 shows the required solar field aperture area in function of the 
desired CO2 thermal power for different DNI design conditions (800, 850 and 900 W/m2) and for both SSG-1 
and SSG-2 configurations. The solar field aperture area was evaluated by assuming a CO2 temperature of 
550 °C and a solar radiation available on the collector surface equal to 97% of DNI. As shown by Figure 6, 
the design solar field area increases with the CO2 thermal power (and then with the power output gain of the 
ISCCS power plant) and with low values of the design DNI. Furthermore, the ISCCS based on the SSG-2 
solution requires a slightly higher solar field area than the SSG-1 to achieve the same CO2 thermal power, 
due to its higher CO2 exit temperature (224 °C instead of 182 °C of the SSG-1 configuration) and thus to its 
lower collector thermal efficiency. In particular, for a DNI equal to 900 W/m2 and a maximum CO2 
temperature of 550 °C, a CO2 thermal power of 75 MW is obtained through a solar field aperture area 
respectively equal to 120830 m2 for the SSG-1 configuration  and to 121530 m2 for the SSG-2 configuration. 
In the following analysis, performance of an ISCCS power plant based on SSG-1 and SSG2 options were 
compared with reference to the same solar field based on 210 collectors, for an overall area of 120960 m2. 

Figure 6 also shows net solar conversion efficiency ηG defined here as the ratio between the net solar power 
output PSOL and the corresponding solar energy input QSOL:  
 

                               (eq. 4) 

 
Obviously, according to eqs. 2 and 3, net solar conversion efficiency ηG is calculated by the product of solar 
field efficiency �SF and power section efficiency �PS. Similar to power section efficiency �PS (see Figure 5), 
net solar conversion efficiency does not in practice depend on CO2 thermal power. Indeed, it depends only 
on the SSG configuration, which affects �PS, and on the design DNI, which affects �SF. For a ISCCS power 
plant with a maximum CO2 temperature of 550 °C, net solar conversion efficiency ηG ranges from 23.2% 
(SSG-1 with a design point DNI of 800 W/m2) to 24.8% (SSG-2 with a design point DNI of 900 W/m2). 
ISCCS power plants based on the SSG-2 
configuration assure higher net solar conversion 
efficiencies in comparison to SSG-1, despite their 
lower solar field efficiency �SF, thanks to the 
higher power section efficiency �PS. Obviously, a 
lower CO2 temperature leads to lower solar 
efficiencies. For example, by assuming a CO2 
temperature of 450 °C, ηG decreases by about 1.5-
1.7 percentage points (it ranges from 21.7% for 
the ISCCS plant based on the SSG-1 
configuration with a design point DNI of 800 
W/m2 to 23.1% for the ISCCS plant based on the 
SSG-2 with a design point DNI of 900 W/m2). 
Moreover it should be observed that, for both SSG 
solutions considered, ISCCS efficiency values are 
sensibly greater than the corresponding 
efficiencies of conventional CSP systems based 
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Figure 6 - Solar field aperture area in function of CO2 
thermal input. 



on parabolic troughs integrated with steam power plants (the net efficiency of these systems ranges from 
14% to 18%) and are very similar to the predicted conversion efficiencies of the direct steam generation solar 
plants (22-27%). 

The annual energy production of an ISSCS power plant depends closely on direct normal radiation available 
for the design site. In the countries of south Europe (Spain, Italy, Greece), the annual DNI availability ranges 
from 1800 to 2200 kWh/m2. Annual DNI values of more than 2500-2800 kWh/m2 can be found in southern 
states of the United States (California, Arizona, Nevada, etc.) or in other countries suitable for CSP plants 
(Mexico, Jordan, Algeria, Morocco, etc.). In this paper, the annual performance of ISCCS power plants are 
evaluated with reference to the 8760 hourly values of DNI measured in Cagliari, Sardinia (Italy), in 2005.  

During periods of off-design operation (that is, for a DNI lower than the reference value of 900 W/m2), the 
conversion efficiency of the power section is only slightly reduced with respect to the design value. On the 
contrary, solar field efficiency is largely influenced by DNI, as shown in Figure 2. In particular, solar field 
efficiency decreases for solar radiation values lower than the reference DNI, even if the decrease in the CO2 
temperature at the collector inlet slightly reduces the penalty on solar field efficiency due to the lower DNI 
(in particular temperature decreases from 182 °C down to 150 °C for a DNI equal to 200 W/m2 with a SSG-1 
configuration and from 224 °C down to 200 °C for a SSG-2 configuration). For the reference DNI (900 
W/m2), the solar power contribution is 25.5 MW for the SSG-1 configuration and 26.8 MW for the SSG-2 
configuration. In practice, the solar field guarantees a power gain respectively equal to 10.1% and 10.6% in 
comparison to the reference combined cycle power (252.6 MW). For both SSG solutions, the solar 
contribution to annual energy production is lower than that of net power output. In fact, owing to the absence 
of thermal storage, the annual operating hours of the solar section depend on annual DNI availability, which 
also varies on a yearly and daily basis. Obviously, the greater solar contribution is obtained in summer, but it 
is zero at night and during low sunny days (in fact, in this study, the minimum DNI that assures solar field 
operation has been assumed equal to 200 W/m2).  

Figure 7 shows the monthly solar contribution to the yearly net energy production of the ISCCS power plant 
based on the two SSG options. In particular, Figure 7 shows the ratio between the electrical energy produced 
from solar radiation and the electrical energy produced by the combined cycle from natural gas at reference 
conditions (that is without any solar contribution). The energy contribution from the solar field is calculated 
as the difference between energy from ISCCS and energy from the reference NGCC. On the right of Figure 
7, the yearly average solar contribution is also shown. During winter (from November to February) the 
contribution of solar radiation to ISCCS net energy production is lower than 1%, whereas during summer the 
solar contribution exceeds 2-3%, with maximum values of 3.4% (SSG-1) and 3.6% (SSG-2) calculated for 
July. The SSG-2 configuration achieves a higher solar contribution in comparison to the SSG-1 configuration 
due to the higher net solar conversion efficiency ηG. Globally, the annual energy gain is 1.72% (SSG-1) and 
1.80% (SSG-2).  

With reference to data measured during 2005 in Cagliari, a DNI annual availability of 1530 kWh/m2 is 
calculated. However, owing to the minimum useful DNI value assumed here (200 W/m2), the DNI annual 
availability for the ISCCS power plant 
decreases to 1425 kWh/m2. The annual net 
energy production from solar in the ISCCS 
plant is equal to 315 kWh/m2 for the SSG-1 
configuration and to 328 kWh/m2 the SSG-2 
one and the net solar conversion efficiency 
ηG is 22.1% and 23.0%, respectively. 
Therefore, for the present ISCCS power 
plant, based on a solar field aperture area of 
121530 m2, the net solar energy production is 
38.3 GWh/yr (SSG-1) and 39.9 GWh/yr 
(SSG-2), with a design solar power output of 
25.5 MW (SSG-1) and 26.8 MW (SSG-2). 
Overall, the integration between a combined 
cycle power plant fuelled with natural gas 

 
Figure 7 - Monthly ratio between energy gain due to the solar field 

and energy from combined cycle at reference conditions. 



and a solar field produces a fossil fuel saving 
of about 1.7-1.8% on a yearly basis. 

Figure 7 is obtained starting from DNI 
experimental data measured over a single year 
(2005). For this reason, solar energy 
production shows an irregular behavior: for 
example, January and May show a great solar 
contribution to global energy production in 
comparison to February and June. For 
comparative purposes, the analysis was 
repeated referring to the monthly average 
values for solar radiation provided by UNI 
10349 for the city of Cagliari. The UNI 10349 
reports the average daily solar radiation of the 
month, based on measurements of many 
years. Starting from UNI 10349 data, by means of suitable correlation, the hourly DNI average values were 
calculated. Obviously, the highest DNI values are calculated in summer (the maximum value is 730 W/m2 at 
noon in July) and the lowest values in winter (for example in December all DNI hourly values are lower than 
200 W/m2). 

Figure 8 compares ISCCS performance calculated with reference to DNI values measured at Cagliari during 
2005 and to DNI average values calculated through UNI 10349. As expected, energy production from the 
solar field calculated referring to UNI data shows a more regular trend in comparison to that calculated from 
2005 data. In particular, the solar contribution calculated from UNI data is lower in the first part of the year 
and greater in the latter (in December global energy from the solar field is zero, as the DNI average value is 
always below 200 W/m2). Nevertheless, both the procedures calculate almost the same yearly mean value for 
the energy ratio, varying from 1.72% (2005 data) to 1.74% (UNI data). The solar contribution in Figure 8 
refers to the energy production calculated for the SSG-1 configuration, but similar results have been obtained 
for the SSG-2 configurations. 

6. Economic analysis 

Finally, a preliminary economic analysis was carried out to compare the energy production cost of the two 
ISCCS power plants considered in this paper and a conventional combined cycle power plant fuelled by 
natural gas (NGCC). In particular, the economic analysis makes it possible to calculate the Levelised Cost of 
Energy (LCE) and, for the ISCCS power plant, also the solar marginal Levelised Cost of solar Energy 
(LCEs,m). The ISCCS and NGCC power plants are based on the same combined cycle and the main economic 
assumptions, referred to 2010, are reported in Table 2.  

The LCE is calculated with reference to the IEA (International Energy Agency) simplified methodology:  
 

               (eq. 5) 

 
where CC is the capital cost, CO&M are the yearly operation and maintenance costs, CF is the annual fuel cost 
and EA is the annual energy production. Fixed Charge Rate (FCR) is calculated with the following equation: 
 

                (eq. 6) 

 
where i is the real debt interest, N is the operating lifetime and IINS is the annual insurance rate. For ISCCS 
power plants, the LCE calculated according to eq. 5 refers to the energy production cost of both fossil and 
solar energy. As the NGCC and ISCCS configurations are based on the same combined cycle, the solar 
energy production cost has been evaluated by means of the solar marginal Levelised Cost of Energy, LCEs,m. 
This parameter is defined as the ratio between the increase of the annual cost of ISCCS plants with respect to 

 
Figure 8 - Monthly ratio between energy gain due to the solar field 

and energy from the combined cycle at reference conditions. 



NGCC plants (due to introduction of the solar field 
and to the higher size of the steam power section) 
and the corresponding increase in annual energy 
production due to the solar energy contribution. 
Table 3 shows the main results of the economic 
analysis.  

Both ISCCS power plants are characterized by a 
greater nominal power in comparison to NGCC, 
due to the presence of the solar field which requires 
the steam turbine to be slightly oversized. In 
particular, NGCC shows a nominal power equal to 
252.6 MW, whereas for the two ISCCS 
configurations the nominal power increases up to 
278.1 MW (SSG-1) and to 279.4 MW (SSG-2). As 
previously mentioned, the power output gain of 
ISCCS configurations is closely related to the greater size of the steam section. For this reason, the specific 
investment cost (€/kW) of the combined cycle section increases, and shows its maximum value for the SSG-
2 configuration (392.8 €/kW). The cost of the solar field is equal to 27.12 M€ for both SSG options, as it 
depends on collector aperture area. Overall, the capital cost required by ISCCS power plants is about 50% 
greater than that of the NGCC plant, even though it leads to a power output increase of about 10% and an 
energy production increase of only about 2%.  

Annual fuel consumption is constant for the three different solutions, as it depends only on the gas turbine 
rating; consequently also the annual fuel cost shows no variations (138 M€/y). Annual O&M costs are on the 
order of 3 M€ and increase with the size of the plant. The annual energy production of NGCC is 2212.8 
GWh, and that of ISCCS plants increases by 38.1 GWh (SSG-1) and 39.7 GWh (SSG-2) due to the presence 
of the solar field. Overall, LCE values (c€/kWh) are very similar, due to the small contribution of solar 
energy (only 1.5-2% of the annual energy production). LCE results 6.79 c€/kWh for the NGCC and increases 
up to 6.91 c€/kWh for both ISSCS. Obviously, the solar marginal Levelised Cost of Energy is significantly 
higher than LCE from natural gas (13.5-14.0 c€/kWh vs. 6.8 c€/kWh). Moreover, LCEs,m is greater for the 
SSG-1 configuration in comparison to the SSG-2 configuration, due to the better efficiency of the SSG-2 
configuration. In this framework a sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the influence of both fuel 
price and solar field specific cost on the solar energy marginal cost. In fact, with the development of solar 
technologies a great reduction in solar field costs is expected, with a corresponding reduction of LCEs,m. At 
the same time, the natural gas cost is also expected to increase in the next years, increasing NGCC-LCE and 
reducing the gap with LCEs,m. 

Figure 9 shows LCE of NGCC and 
LCEs,m of ISCCS (for both SSG-1 and 
SSG-2 configurations) as a function of 
solar field cost, for a natural gas 
reference cost of 450 €/kg. The SSG-2 
configuration provides the lower LCEs,m 
and the breakthrough point between LCE 
and LCEs,m is reached for a solar field 
cost of 35 €/m2. Figure 10 shows the 
same economic parameters as a function 
of natural gas price for a solar field 
reference cost of 220 €/m2. The 
breakthrough point between LCE and 
LCEs,m is reached for a natural gas price 
respectively equal to 935 €/kg (SSG-2) 
and 955 €/kg (SSG-2). 

Table 3 -  Main results of the economic analysis of ISCCS and NGCC 
power plants. 

 

  NGCC 
ISCCS-
SSG-1 

ISCCS-
SSG-2 

Nominal power MW 252.6 278.1 279.4 

Specific investment cost of CC €/kW 366.0 391.7 392.8 

Cost of solar field M€ - 27.1 27.1 

Total investment cost M€ 92.69 136.25 137.10 

Annual investment cost  M€/y 9.61 14.13 14.21 

Annual fuel cost M€/y 137.79 137.79 137.79 

Annual O&M cost M€/y 2.94 3.67 3.69 

Total annual cost M€/y 150.34 155.59 155.69 

Annual electricity production GWh/y 2212.8 2250.9 2252.5 

LCE c€/kWh 6.79 6.91 6.91 

LCES,M c€/kWh - 13.77 13.48 

Table 2 -  Main assumptions for the economic analysis of 
ISCCS and NGCC power plants. 

 
Specific investment cost of CC steam unit €/kW 645 

Specific investment cost of gas unit €/kW 220 

Specific investment cost of solar field €/m2 220 

O&M cost factor of CC steam unit %CC 2 

O&M cost factor of gas unit %CC 5 

O&M cost factor of solar field %CC 1.5 

Specific land cost €/m2 2 

Natural gas price €/t 450 

Real debt interest % 8 

Annual insurance rate % 1 

Operating lifetime Years 25 

 



7. Conclusions 

The performance assessment carried out in this paper demonstrates that integrated solar combined cycle 
systems (ISCCS) may be an interesting option for Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) power plants based on 
parabolic solar troughs, especially when CO2 is used as the heat transfer fluid. In fact, the results of the 
performance assessment show that net solar energy conversion efficiency ranges from 23-25% for a CO2 
maximum temperature of 550°C. ISCCS efficiency is higher than those of the conventional CSP systems 
based on steam cycles (14-18%) and are very similar to the predicted conversion efficiencies of the more 
advanced direct steam generation solar power plants (22-27%). In the study also a comparison between a 
solar steam generator equipped with preheating, evaporating and superheating sections (SSG-1) and one with 
only the evaporating section (SSG-2) was performed. Overall, the ISCCS plant based on the SSG-1 solution 
assures a higher solar power share, whereas an ISCCS plant based on the SSG-2 configuration provides 
slightly better conversion efficiencies. 

Obviously, in a ISCCS power plant the solar contribution to energy production is certainly lower than the 
solar contribution to the nominal power output. In fact, due to the absence of the thermal storage section, the 
ISCCS power plants operate at off-design conditions during nights and during periods of low solar radiation. 
The energy production increases by about 1.5-2% on a yearly basis with the introduction of the solar section, 
with a corresponding fossil fuel saving.  

The integration of the combined cycle with the solar energy, due to higher costs associated with the solar 
field section, increases the Levelised cost of energy (LCE) from 6.79 c€/kWh (NGCC) to 6.91 c€/kWh 
(ISCCS). A solar marginal LCE equal to 13.77 c€/kWh (ISCCS with the SSG-1 configuration) and 13.48 
c€/kWh (ISCCS with the SSG-2 configuration) was calculated. It is expected that a wide diffusion of solar 
technologies will lead to a sensible reduction of solar field costs which, associated with an expected increase 
in fossil fuel prices will make ISCCS more competitive in the near future. In particular, solar marginal LCE 
will equalize NGCC-LCE for a natural gas price of about 950 €/kg or a solar field cost of 35 €/m2.  
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